
1 Computer, Internet, and Network BasicsComputer, Internet, and Network Basics
2 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

A computer system includes a computer, peripheral devices, and sA computer system includes a computer, peripheral devices, and softwareoftware
ComputerComputer refers to a device that accepts data as input, processes data, refers to a device that accepts data as input, processes data, 
stores data, and produces outputstores data, and produces output
InputInput means to feed information into a computermeans to feed information into a computer
nn words and symbols in a documentwords and symbols in a document
nn Numbers for a calculationNumbers for a calculation
nn picturespictures
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DataData refers to the symbols that represent facts, ideas and objectsrefers to the symbols that represent facts, ideas and objects
ProcessingProcessing is the way that a computer manipulates datais the way that a computer manipulates data
nn performing calculationsperforming calculations
nn sorting lists and numberssorting lists and numbers
nn drawing graphsdrawing graphs

A computer processes data in a device called the A computer processes data in a device called the central processing unitcentral processing unit
(CPU)(CPU)
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A computer stores data so that it will be available for processiA computer stores data so that it will be available for processingng
MemoryMemory is an area of a computer that holds data that is waiting to be is an area of a computer that holds data that is waiting to be 
processed and for later useprocessed and for later use
StorageStorage is the area where data can be left on a permanent basisis the area where data can be left on a permanent basis
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Computer Computer outputoutput is the results produced by the computeris the results produced by the computer
nn reportsreports
nn documentsdocuments
nn musicmusic
nn graphsgraphs
nn picturespictures

An output device displays, prints or transmits the results of prAn output device displays, prints or transmits the results of processingocessing
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A A stored programstored program means that a series of instructions for a computing task means that a series of instructions for a computing task 
can be loaded into a computer’s memorycan be loaded into a computer’s memory
This concept allows you to use your computer for multiple tasks This concept allows you to use your computer for multiple tasks over and over and 
over againover again
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Before:Before:
nn Computers are categorized into three main categories from least Computers are categorized into three main categories from least to most powerful:to most powerful:

microcomputersmicrocomputers
minicomputersminicomputers
mainframe computersmainframe computers

Today:Today:
nn A computer is categorized based on its technology, function, sizA computer is categorized based on its technology, function, size, performance, and e, performance, and 

costcost
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A personal computer is a type of microcomputer designed to meet A personal computer is a type of microcomputer designed to meet the the 
computing needs of an individualcomputing needs of an individual
nn Desktop computersDesktop computers
nn Notebook computersNotebook computers
nn Cost starts at $500, but most spend $1000 to $1500Cost starts at $500, but most spend $1000 to $1500
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A A handheld computerhandheld computer is one that is designed to fit into a pocket, run on is one that is designed to fit into a pocket, run on 
batteries, and be used while you are holding itbatteries, and be used while you are holding it
Also called a Also called a PDAPDA (Personal Digital Assistant)(Personal Digital Assistant)
nn Send and receive eSend and receive e --mailmail
nn Use maps and global positioningUse maps and global positioning
nn Maintain expense accountMaintain expense account
nn Make voice calls using cellular serviceMake voice calls using cellular service
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The term “workstation” has two meaningsThe term “workstation” has two meanings
nn Powerful desktop models designed for specialized tasksPowerful desktop models designed for specialized tasks
nn Ordinary personal computers connected to a local area networkOrdinary personal computers connected to a local area network

A A computer networkcomputer network is two or more computers and other devices that are is two or more computers and other devices that are 
connected for the purpose of sharing data and programsconnected for the purpose of sharing data and programs
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LANLAN (local area network) is simply a computer network that is locat(local area network) is simply a computer network that is located within ed within 
a limited geographical areaa limited geographical area
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A A videogame system (i.e. videogame system (i.e. Sony’sPlaystationSony’sPlaystation)) is a computer, but typically it has not is a computer, but typically it has not 
been considered a computer category because of its history as a been considered a computer category because of its history as a dedicated game dedicated game 
device that connects to a TV set and provides only a pair of joydevice that connects to a TV set and provides only a pair of joysticks for inputsticks for input



Today’s videogame systems are a different story because they conToday’s videogame systems are a different story because they contain tain 
microprocessors that are equivalent to those found in a fast permicroprocessors that are equivalent to those found in a fast personal computersonal computer

16 What is a Mainframe Computer?What is a Mainframe Computer?
A A mainframemainframe computer is a large and expensive computer that is capable of computer is a large and expensive computer that is capable of 
passing data simultaneously to many userspassing data simultaneously to many users
Used by governments to provide centralized storageUsed by governments to provide centralized storage

17 How powerful is a “Super Computer?”How powerful is a “Super Computer?”
A A supercomputersupercomputer is one of the fastest computers in the worldis one of the fastest computers in the world
nn Breaking codesBreaking codes
nn Modeling weather systemsModeling weather systems
nn Simulating nuclear explosionsSimulating nuclear explosions

18 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

A A serverserver serves the computers on a networkserves the computers on a network
A A clientclient receives data from a serverreceives data from a server
Any computer can be a server and a clientAny computer can be a server and a client

19 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

20 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

A A personal computer systempersonal computer system consists of the following:consists of the following:
nn Computer system unitComputer system unit
nn Display deviceDisplay device
nn KeyboardKeyboard
nn MouseMouse
nn Floppy disk driveFloppy disk drive
nn Hard disk driveHard disk drive

21 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

nn CDCD--ROM or DVD driveROM or DVD drive
nn CDCD--writerwriter
nn Sound card and speakersSound card and speakers
nn ModemModem
nn PrinterPrinter

22 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

23 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

A A peripheral deviceperipheral device designates equipment that might be added to a designates equipment that might be added to a 
computer to enhance its functionalitycomputer to enhance its functionality
nn PrinterPrinter
nn Digital cameraDigital camera
nn ScannerScanner
nn JoystickJoystick
nn Graphics tabletGraphics tablet

24 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

DataData is defined as the symbols, raw facts or figures that represent is defined as the symbols, raw facts or figures that represent people, people, 



events, things and ideasevents, things and ideas
InformationInformation is data that is presented in a format people can understand andis data that is presented in a format people can understand and
useuse
Computers store data in Computers store data in digitaldigital format as a series of 1s and 0s.format as a series of 1s and 0s.
nn Each 1 or 0 is called a Each 1 or 0 is called a bitbit
nn Eight bits is called a Eight bits is called a bytebyte

25 Computer BasicsComputer Basics
A A filefile is a named collection of data that exists on a storage mediumis a named collection of data that exists on a storage medium
A A data filedata file contains data such as the text for a documentcontains data such as the text for a document
An An executable fileexecutable file contains the programs or instructions that tell a computer how contains the programs or instructions that tell a computer how to perform a to perform a 
specific taskspecific task
A A filename extensionfilename extension describes a file’s contentsdescribes a file’s contents
nn EXEEXE
nn GIFGIF

26 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

27 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

Application software is a set of computer programs that helps a Application software is a set of computer programs that helps a person carry person carry 
out a taskout a task
nn Create, edit, and print documentsCreate, edit, and print documents
nn Manage money accountsManage money accounts
nn Create and edit home moviesCreate and edit home movies

28 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

An An operating systemoperating system is essentially the master controller for all activities is essentially the master controller for all activities 
that take place within a computerthat take place within a computer
nn Classified as Classified as system softwaresystem software

29 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

Microsoft WindowsMicrosoft Windows
Mac OSMac OS
LinuxLinux
UnixUnix

30 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

No. Windows software refers to any application software that is No. Windows software refers to any application software that is designed to designed to 
run on computers that use Microsoft Windows as their operating srun on computers that use Microsoft Windows as their operating systemsystems
nn Microsoft WordMicrosoft Word
nn Microsoft Windows XPMicrosoft Windows XP

31 Computer BasicsComputer Basics

Two of the most important factors that influence compatibility aTwo of the most important factors that influence compatibility and define a nd define a 
computer’s computer’s platformplatform are the microprocessor and the operating systemare the microprocessor and the operating system
nn PC’sPC’s are based on the design for one of the first personal computer are based on the design for one of the first personal computer “superstars” “superstars” ––

the IBM PCthe IBM PC
nn MacsMacs are based on a proprietary design for a personal computer calleare based on a proprietary design for a personal computer called the d the 

MacintoshMacintosh
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33 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

The The InternetInternet is a collection of local, regional, national, and internationalis a collection of local, regional, national, and international computer computer 
networks that are linked together to exchange data and distributnetworks that are linked together to exchange data and distribute processing taskse processing tasks
The main routes of the Internet are referred to as the The main routes of the Internet are referred to as the Internet backboneInternet backbone ..
Communication between all of the different devices on the InternCommunication between all of the different devices on the Internet is made possible by et is made possible by 
TCP/IPTCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol)(Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet Protocol)

34 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

It is estimated that the Internet provides access to more data tIt is estimated that the Internet provides access to more data than is stored han is stored 
in all the academic research libraries in the U. S.in all the academic research libraries in the U. S.
Most of the information is stored on servers which are owned andMost of the information is stored on servers which are owned and
maintained by government agencies, corporations, small businessemaintained by government agencies, corporations, small businesses, s, 
schools, organizations, and even individualsschools, organizations, and even individuals

35 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

Every computer that connects to the Internet has a unique numberEvery computer that connects to the Internet has a unique number called an called an 
IP addressIP address..
Information is sent in chunks called Information is sent in chunks called packetspackets
A A routerrouter examines the IP address and then forwards the data to its examines the IP address and then forwards the data to its 
destination.destination.
Packets are reassembled into a replica of the original filePackets are reassembled into a replica of the original file

36 Internet BasicsInternet Basics
Web SitesWeb Sites –– various locations in cyberspace that correspond to a corporatiovarious locations in cyberspace that correspond to a corporation, a store, a magazine, n, a store, a magazine, 
and moreand more
Search enginesSearch engines –– help catalog a huge portion of the data stored on servers that help catalog a huge portion of the data stored on servers that are connected to the are connected to the 
InternetInternet
EE--commercecommerce –– online  activities such as banking and shoppingonline  activities such as banking and shopping
EE--mailmail –– electronic messageselectronic messages
nn Mailing list serverMailing list server
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Bulletin boardsBulletin boards –– discussion groupsdiscussion groups
nn UsenetUsenet
nn NewsgroupsNewsgroups

Downloads and uploadsDownloads and uploads
nn DownloadingDownloading
nn Uploading Uploading 
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39 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

Chat groups and instant messagingChat groups and instant messaging –– interaction between users in real interaction between users in real 
timetime
Internet telephonyInternet telephony –– telephonetelephone--style conversations to travel over the style conversations to travel over the 
Internet to virtually anywhere in the worldInternet to virtually anywhere in the world
BroadcastingBroadcasting –– multicasting technology, can reach all over the worldmulticasting technology, can reach all over the world



40 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

Remote access and controlRemote access and control –– with the right software and passwords, can with the right software and passwords, can 
link two computers together and allow one to control the otherlink two computers together and allow one to control the other
nn TelnetTelnet

P2PP2P –– peerpeer--toto--peer. It makes direct access of a computer by another peer. It makes direct access of a computer by another 
available available –– with permission, of coursewith permission, of course
nn GnutellaGnutella
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42 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

Existing telephone lineExisting telephone line
Cable television lineCable television line
Personal satellite linkPersonal satellite link
Wireless or cell phone serviceWireless or cell phone service
HighHigh--speed telephone servicesspeed telephone services
nn ISDN, DSLISDN, DSL

43 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

DialDial--up connectionup connection –– is relatively simple and inexpensive because the is relatively simple and inexpensive because the 
necessary equipment and software are preinstalled on most new conecessary equipment and software are preinstalled on most new computersmputers
Voice band modemVoice band modem –– converts digital signals into wave format to go over converts digital signals into wave format to go over 
telephone lines and then at destination waves are converted backtelephone lines and then at destination waves are converted back into digitalinto digital
DialDial--up top speed is 56 Kbpsup top speed is 56 Kbps

44 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

Requires 2 pieces of equipmentRequires 2 pieces of equipment
nn Network cardNetwork card –– a device that’s designed to connect a personal computer to a loa device that’s designed to connect a personal computer to a local cal 

area networkarea network
nn Cable modemCable modem –– device that changes computer’s signals into a form that can tradevice that changes computer’s signals into a form that can travel vel 

over cable TV linksover cable TV links
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Cable modem access is referred to as an Cable modem access is referred to as an alwaysalways--on connectionon connection because because 
your computer is always connectedyour computer is always connected
Top speed is around 1.5 Mbps (25 times faster than a dialTop speed is around 1.5 Mbps (25 times faster than a dial--up)up)
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Typically schools and business connect to a local area network tTypically schools and business connect to a local area network that is hat is 
connected to the Internet and these connections are frequently aconnected to the Internet and these connections are frequently alwayslways--on on 
connectionsconnections
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ISDNISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network) (Integrated Services Digital Network) –– 64Kbps or 128 Kbps64Kbps or 128 Kbps
DSLDSL (Digital Subscriber Line) (Digital Subscriber Line) –– anywhere from twice as fast to approx. 125 anywhere from twice as fast to approx. 125 
times faster than 56 Kbpstimes faster than 56 Kbps
nn Comes from phone company, requires proximity to a switching statComes from phone company, requires proximity to a switching stationion



DSSDSS (Digital Satellite Service) (Digital Satellite Service) –– 500 Kbps500 Kbps

48 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

An An ISPISP (Internet Service Provider) is a company that maintains Interne(Internet Service Provider) is a company that maintains Internet t 
computers and telecommunications equipment in order to provide Icomputers and telecommunications equipment in order to provide Internet nternet 
access to businesses, organizations, and individualsaccess to businesses, organizations, and individuals
nn An ISP that offers dialAn ISP that offers dial--up connections, for example, maintains a bank of modemsup connections, for example, maintains a bank of modems
nn AOL, EarthlinkAOL, Earthlink

49 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

A local ISP usually only supplies Internet access within a limitA local ISP usually only supplies Internet access within a limited ed 
geographical area such as within a particular area codegeographical area such as within a particular area code
A national ISP supplies access for a large geographical areaA national ISP supplies access for a large geographical area
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Yellow Pages typically list ISPs under “Internet”Yellow Pages typically list ISPs under “Internet”
Newspaper adsNewspaper ads
Internet Connection Wizard preinstalled on your computerInternet Connection Wizard preinstalled on your computer
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Geographical coverageGeographical coverage
Type of serviceType of service
Quality of serviceQuality of service
Cost of monthly serviceCost of monthly service
Cost of equipment and installationCost of equipment and installation
Extra servicesExtra services
Customer serviceCustomer service

52 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

A A user IDuser ID is a series of characters that becomes a person’s unique identiis a series of characters that becomes a person’s unique identifierfier
A A passwordpassword is a different series of characters that verifies your identityis a different series of characters that verifies your identity
Some computers are Some computers are casecase--sensitivesensitive, they differentiate between upper and , they differentiate between upper and 
lower case letterslower case letters
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54 Internet BasicsInternet Basics

To minimize memorizing 40 user ID’s and passwords, pick a uniqueTo minimize memorizing 40 user ID’s and passwords, pick a unique user ID user ID 
that you can use with every systemthat you can use with every system
Pick 2 passwords, one for high security, and one for low securitPick 2 passwords, one for high security, and one for low securityy
Use high security password for critical data and low security foUse high security password for critical data and low security for nonr non--critical critical 
datadata
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56 Web BasicsWeb Basics

WebWeb is a collection of files organized as a giant hypertextis a collection of files organized as a giant hypertext
nn HypertextHypertext



A computer with a domain name is referred to as a A computer with a domain name is referred to as a sitesite
nn yahoo.comyahoo.com

Web siteWeb site -- location in a computer somewhere on the Internetlocation in a computer somewhere on the Internet
nn http://http://www.yahoo.comwww.yahoo.com
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58 Web BasicsWeb Basics

WebWeb serverserver -- computer with special software for transmitting Web pages computer with special software for transmitting Web pages 
over the Internetover the Internet
nn domain names prefixed with wwwdomain names prefixed with www

HomeHome pagepage -- identifies the site and contains links to other pages at the siidentifies the site and contains links to other pages at the sitete
Web sites are composed of a series of Web sites are composed of a series of WebWeb pagespages
each page stored as a fileeach page stored as a file
nn referred to by a unique URLreferred to by a unique URL
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URLURL (Uniform Resource Locator) (Uniform Resource Locator) -- an Internet address of a document on a an Internet address of a document on a 
computercomputer
nn begin with http://begin with http://

HTTPHTTP stands for Hypertext Transfer Protocol stands for Hypertext Transfer Protocol -- the protocol that allows Web the protocol that allows Web 
browsers to communicate with Web serversbrowsers to communicate with Web servers
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61 Web BasicsWeb Basics

Web browsersWeb browsers provide Internet users with allprovide Internet users with all--purpose client software for purpose client software for 
accessing many types of serversaccessing many types of servers
nn Internet ExplorerInternet Explorer
nn NetscapeNetscape
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A browser fetches and displays Web pagesA browser fetches and displays Web pages
The server sends your computer data that’s stored The server sends your computer data that’s stored 
The data consists of information that you want to see and The data consists of information that you want to see and HTML tagsHTML tags, , 
codes that tell your browser how to display itcodes that tell your browser how to display it
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URL boxURL box
Navigation buttonsNavigation buttons
Home buttonHome button
PrintPrint
SaveSave
CopyCopy
History ListHistory List
Favorites or BookmarksFavorites or Bookmarks



Stop buttonStop button
FindFind
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66 Web BasicsWeb Basics

Search engineSearch engine –– popularly refers to a Web site that provides a variety of popularly refers to a Web site that provides a variety of 
tools to help you find informationtools to help you find information
nn A software program that helps you locate web pages on certain toA software program that helps you locate web pages on certain topicspics
nn Enter keywords or descriptionsEnter keywords or descriptions
nn AltaVista, AltaVista, GoogleGoogle, Yahoo, etc., Yahoo, etc.
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68 Web BasicsWeb Basics

Describes information you want to findDescribes information you want to find
A search operator is a word or symbol that describes a relationsA search operator is a word or symbol that describes a relationship between hip between 
keywords and thereby helps you create a more focused querykeywords and thereby helps you create a more focused query
nn AND, OR, and NOTAND, OR, and NOT
nn Quotation marksQuotation marks
nn NEARNEAR
nn WildcardsWildcards
nn Field SearchesField Searches
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A A topic directorytopic directory is a list of topics and subtopicsis a list of topics and subtopics
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71 Web BasicsWeb Basics

72 Computer, Internet, and Network BasicsComputer, Internet, and Network Basics
73 EE--mail Basicsmail Basics

74 EE--mail Basicsmail Basics

Any person with an eAny person with an e--mail accountmail account
An An ee--mailmail accountaccount provides the rights to a storage area or “mailbox”provides the rights to a storage area or “mailbox”
Each mailbox has a unique addressEach mailbox has a unique address
nn Greene@rutgers.eduGreene@rutgers.edu

75 EE--mail Basicsmail Basics

An eAn e--mail message is a document that is composed on a computer and mail message is a document that is composed on a computer and 
remains in digital form so that it can be transmitted to anotherremains in digital form so that it can be transmitted to another computercomputer
Every message includes a message header and the body of the messEvery message includes a message header and the body of the message, age, 
usually displayed in a formusually displayed in a form
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Basic eBasic e--mail activities consist of writing, reading, replying to, and fomail activities consist of writing, reading, replying to, and forwarding rwarding 
messagesmessages
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After you receive a message, you can use the Forward feature to After you receive a message, you can use the Forward feature to pass it on pass it on 
to other peopleto other people
When you initiate the forward process, the original message is cWhen you initiate the forward process, the original message is copied and opied and 
then you can enter the address of the person to receive the messthen you can enter the address of the person to receive the message, and age, and 
even add a note about why you are passing it alongeven add a note about why you are passing it along
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An An ee--mail attachmentmail attachment is a file that travels with a message to the recipientis a file that travels with a message to the recipient
A conversion process called A conversion process called MIMEMIME provides a way of disguising the file as provides a way of disguising the file as 
plain ASCII text that can travel over the Internetplain ASCII text that can travel over the Internet
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Most eMost e--mail software allows you to create messages in HTMLmail software allows you to create messages in HTML
This allows your messages to contain fancy formatting and multimThis allows your messages to contain fancy formatting and multimedia edia 
aspectsaspects
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nn Address bookAddress book
nn Group eGroup e--mailsmails
nn Carbon copyCarbon copy
nn Assign a priority to your eAssign a priority to your e--mailmail
nn Find a messageFind a message
nn Enlarge text sizeEnlarge text size
nn Sort messagesSort messages
nn Refuse messagesRefuse messages
nn Automate repliesAutomate replies
nn Automatic fetchingAutomatic fetching
nn Spell checkingSpell checking

81 EE--mail Basicsmail Basics

EE--mail is similar to oldmail is similar to old--fashioned lettersfashioned letters
EE--mail is faster than post office, but lacks immediacy of a telephmail is faster than post office, but lacks immediacy of a telephone one 
conversationconversation
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Netiquette is online jargon for “Internet etiquette. It is a serNetiquette is online jargon for “Internet etiquette. It is a series of customs or guidelines for maintaining ies of customs or guidelines for maintaining 
civilized and effective communications oncivilized and effective communications on--lineline
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An An ee--mail systemmail system is the equipment and software that carries and manipulates eis the equipment and software that carries and manipulates e--mail messagesmail messages
EE--mail servers sort, store, and route emailmail servers sort, store, and route email
StoreStore--andand--forward technologyforward technology –– a communications method in which data that cannot be sent a communications method in which data that cannot be sent 
directly to its destination will be temporarily stored until tradirectly to its destination will be temporarily stored until transmission is possiblensmission is possible
nn POPPOP
nn SMTPSMTP
nn WebWeb--based ebased e--mailmail
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POP server POP server –– a computer that stores your incoming messages until they can a computer that stores your incoming messages until they can 



be transferred to your hard diskbe transferred to your hard disk
Using POP requires eUsing POP requires e--mail client softwaremail client software
Outgoing mail is routed by an SMTP serverOutgoing mail is routed by an SMTP server
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87 EE--mail Basicsmail Basics

You can use it offline and onYou can use it offline and on--lineline
It can automatically send messages out over the Internet when onIt can automatically send messages out over the Internet when onlineline
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Requires eRequires e--mail client softwaremail client software
Transfers eTransfers e--mail to your computermail to your computer
Consider the following when deciding:Consider the following when deciding:
nn ControlControl
nn SecuritySecurity
nn TravelTravel


